Big Book Of Bible Games #1 (Big Books)
Everyone who works with kids needs this book! "The Big Book of Bible games" is a great resource for your Vacation Bible School, Sunday School, camps and more. Use it any time you have a group of kids. It’s also a great resource to have at home-games can be a great way to bring your family together. Includes: * 200 Bible learning games with reproducible instructions * Easy-to-follow illustrations * Games for children in grades 1-6 * Bible story review games * Scripture memory games * Life application games

**Synopsis**

The games are great & children love them. The book is helpful as the games are grouped together by children’s ages and by the purpose for the game. Each game gives a list of materials needed, preparation, procedure, and a diagram demonstration. All simple and easy. I am a Children’s Leader for B.S.F. (Bible Study Fellowship) teaching 1st & 2nd grade. Last year I taught 3rd & 4th. This book was very helpful for both classes.

This is a great resource of "time fillers" for church programs. I lead a children's church program for 70 children 1-6th grade and used the games frequently when the adult service would go a little long.
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**Customer Reviews**

The games are great & children love them. The book is helpful as the games are grouped together by children’s ages and by the purpose for the game. Each game gives a list of materials needed, preparation, procedure, and a diagram demonstration. All simple and easy. I am a Children’s Leader for B.S.F. (Bible Study Fellowship) teaching 1st & 2nd grade. Last year I taught 3rd & 4th. This book was very helpful for both classes.

This is a great resource of "time fillers" for church programs. I lead a children's church program for 70 children 1-6th grade and used the games frequently when the adult service would go a little long.
It's filled with games revolving around bible verses. There is a variety of quick and easy ones that take no planning to games that take a little more "putting together". I’ve looked at many resources like this one and actually had this one for quite a few months before I discovered what a gem it was! I would definitely recommend it.

I am fortunate to have found this book. It met my needs because it provides games on three age levels. I like the focus on story review, memory verses, and ways to apply the lesson taught in the lesson to our everyday lives. Each of the activities can be used many times, they are not specific to just one Bible story.

Just got this book today and was looking through it. I am so excited, the games are so simple and awesome with children of different ages included. I would buy this book again and will recommend it to friends.

I think they overthink some of the games forgetting that they are geared toward children who have VERY short attention spans. It gave us some great games though and ideas for creating some of our own. I'm happy with the purchase.

I've bought a number of "Sunday School" games books in the past and I have found this one to be the most useful and practical for the third graders I teach. It’s divided into sections by child grade level, although most of the lower grade games could easily be adapted or used directly for older grades, and to some degree, visa-versa. The explanations are easy to understand and generally do not required extensive preparation or equipment.
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